
JUNE
HOROSCOPES



The written horoscopes for June 
(below) break down the whole 

month, week-by-week, so you’ll know 
what to expect and how to time 

important actions. June’s astrology 
has some tough spots, so you’ll see 

that reflected here, but the intention 
is to be forewarned and forearmed, 
not to worry you. It’s always about 

how we work with the astrology. 
You audio horoscopes will talk more 

about that!  Hold on to these for 
reference regarding themes and 

timing, and listen to your audios for 
more extra perspective, advice, and 

motivation. 

Read for your  
Rising Sign and your Sun Sign!



ARIES
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ARIES
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your communication 
sector is bustling, alive, and making you want to dream bigger. This is about 
getting out of your comfort zone in enlivening ways. Traveling to distant places 
(in the world, the mind, the soul, or your art) grants perspective and fuels your 
growth now. If you have a goal to write a book, teach a course, go back to 
school, or enhance your spiritual development, this is a great time to light a 
fire under your desire. Word magic, in particular, is your friend this new moon. 
Definitely do a ritual that involves affirmations, spoken or written. Venus trine 
Pluto adds an intensity and power-seeking dynamic to the first few days of 
the month. Your mind is on your money, fame, and what can help you achieve 
maximum success. The second week of the month catalyzes your new moon 
intention, perhaps via a new opportunity being offered or just a surge of inner-
confidence. Either way, you’re feeling the call to go bigger and bolder, and 
to expand beyond what you have been able to learn or accomplish to-date. 
June 10th, especially, has a pop to it. Be aware of your words and ego desires. 
There’s power in being seen, heard, and magnetic - just make sure you’re not 
being grandiose or selfish when you speak/write.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone, and you’re right in 
the heart of action. Your relationships might be put to the test and these 
could be romantic, family, or professional relationships. June 15th-23rd is a 
double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up and ready to head into 
battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind and intentions 
energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering 
difficult people. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week on the 17th, 
upping the intensity. You might be celebrating an achievement like graduation 
or the completion of a major project, or simply assessing the intention you 
set earlier in the month to see if it still feels authentic or realistic. Know that 
getting through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking 
yourself on retreat to get ahead on work are all good ideas since the effects of 
disagreements or blow-ups could be long-lasting. 
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because the retrograde will impact your admin and communication 
sectors, already areas on which Mercury has major influence. No need to fret, 
just back up your files early and don’t leave anything to chance. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring 
around your career, reputation, and life mission. It’s time to take your life’s 
work seriously, a theme that has been building especially strongly for you 
since late 2017. Between now and January 2020, you’re banishing old ghosts 
and fears of success/failure. It’s time to claim your spot at the top.



TAURUS
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TAURUS
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your money 
and self-love sector is bustling, alive, and making you want to dream bigger. 
Set fresh money and self-care goals now. Nourish and nurture yourself. If you 
feel inspired by a new artwork or object to wear or bring into your home, this 
would be a good time to get it and consecrate it to your intention. A ritual 
bath would a beautiful way to work with this new moon as well. Venus trine 
Pluto adds an intensity and power-seeking dynamic to the first few days of 
the month, for you especially, as Venus is your ruler and she’s currently in 
your sign. The Pluto influence can make you obsessive or controlling, or it 
can simply give you regenerative phoenix-like power. Use it well and wisely! 
This power can be focused on your image, aesthetic, partnerships, or loftier 
goals like publishing a book or traveling the world. You’ve set your sights on 
something bigger (a new paradigm, a spiritual breakthrough, getting out for 
your comfort zone) since last November, and Venus blesses your growth now. 

The second week of the month catalyzes your new moon intention, perhaps 
via a challenge to your self-esteem. You’re feeling the call to go bigger and 
bolder, and to expand beyond what you have been able to earn or acquire for 
yourself to date. June 10th, especially, has a pop to it. Be aware of the desire to 
overspend or fall into addictive patterning (if that has been an issue for you). 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. June 15th-23rd is a 
double-edged sword. On one hand, you’ll be charged up and ready to head into 
battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind and intentions 
energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering 
difficult people. Your non-violent communication skills might be put to the 
test, especially in partnerships or with professional superiors. Be prepared in 
advance that someone could come at your sideways, or perhaps it’s you that 
wants to express somewhat aggressively. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon 
this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. The Full Moon sheds more light 
on your intention from the start of the month. Your intuition is wide open and 
your energy is running high. Make sure you have a good channel for it! Know 
that getting through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or 
taking yourself on retreat to get ahead on work are all good ideas since the 
effects of disagreements of blow-ups could be long-lasting. 
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because the retrograde will your communication sectors, already area 
on which Mercury has major influence. No need to fret, just back up your files 
early and don’t leave anything to chance. (Some exes could pop up too! We’ll 
get more into that next month.) 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring 
around goals to possibly write a book, teach a course, go back to school, 
or enhance your spiritual development. It’s time to take your higher calling 
seriously, a theme that has been building especially strongly for you since late 
2017. Between now and January 2020, you’re banishing old ghosts and fears 
of getting out beyond your comfort zone to interact with different paradigms 
that can deeply transform you.



GEMINI
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GEMINI
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This is your new 
moon. Each year you get a new moon that is a personal new year, and now 
yours has arrived. This is a golden time for setting fresh intention for your whole 
essence - your aesthetic, your magic, your most important relationships, the 
person you are becoming. Venus enters your sign on June 8th, so this boosts 
your charm, magnetism, and wealth. The entire second week of the month 
catalyzes your new moon intention, perhaps via a relationship development 
or a surge of inner-confidence. Either way, you’re feeling the call to go bigger 
and bolder, and to expand beyond what you have achieved to date. June 10th, 
especially, has a pop to it. This can be dynamic and exciting, just also be aware 
of your words and ego desires, especially when interacting with a spouse, love, 
business partner, or close friend. Check the facts and try not to let anything 
get blown out of proportion. 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, it’s your 
money that’s in the spotlight. Financial matters might be put to the test, 
as could self-esteem. The tense astrology is a good opportunity to up your 
self-care and, since you are forewarned, be more conservative with finances 
early in the month to give yourself an extra cushion. June 15th-23rd will be 
a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up and ready to head 
into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind and 
intentions energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be 
encountering difficult people. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week 
on the 17th, upping the intensity. You could experience a climax in at least 
one important relationship - this could range from boosted sexual chemistry, 
taking a connection to the next level, or even choosing to end a relationship 
that has run its course. It’s also a good time to assess relationship desires and 
do a sort of state-of-the-union with yourself on relational matters. Know that 
getting through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking 
time on your own are all good ideas since the effects of disagreements or 
blow-ups could be long-lasting. 
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because Mercury is your ruler and already has major influence on 
you! No need to fret, just back up your files early and don’t leave anything to 
chance. The retrograde will be a good time to review finances, home matters, 
and other practical details (more on that next month).

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction is 
exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring around 
your savings, debt, long-term wealth-building, and even your psychic abilities. 
It’s time to take your life’s path, stability, and inner-callings seriously, a theme 
that has been building especially strongly for you since late 2017. Between now 
and January 2020, you’re banishing old ghosts and fears of success/failure. It 
might feel like you’re doing it all on your own, but look for opportunities to let 
some more support in too. 



CANCER
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CANCER
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This new moon 
is a prelude to your personal new moon (in Cancer) next month. It’s a behind-
the-scenes type of vibe that’s all about setting intentions around the quality 
of your thoughts, mental well-being practices, and handling your health with 
care. The type of commitments that might be less glamorous but that make all 
the other stuff possible! Venus enters Gemini on June 8th, bringing a healing 
influence to any fears and worries. It’s a great time for therapy or other healing 
work. New love might even be brewing behind the scenes. The entire second 
week of the month then catalyzes your new moon intention, although you 
might feel a bit emotionally raw or spread thin too. June 10th, especially, has a 
pop to it, so if inner or outer tensions arise, check the facts and try not to let 
anything get blown out of proportion. 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, it’s your 
relationships that are in the spotlight so you’ll want to handle yourself and 
others with extra care. You could experience a climax in at least one important 
relationship - this could range from boosted sexual chemistry, taking a 
connection to the next level, or even choosing to end a relationship that has 
run its course. June 15th-23rd will be a double-edged sword. On one hand, 
you’re charged up and ready to head into battle against anything that needs 
vanquishing, with your mind and intentions energized. At the same time, you 
might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering difficult interpersonal dynamics. 
There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. 
It’s not a time to burn the candle at both ends (get good rest and nourishment!) 
even though work might be especially busy or have a surprise come up. Work 
relationships, especially, are best handled with care now. Know that getting 
through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking time on 
your own are all good ideas since the effects of disagreements or blow-ups 
could be long-lasting. 

The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping 
up anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts 
or major tech purchases. The retrograde will be a time of review in your key 
relationships, you may even run into an ex or two. It will also be a great time 
to update your personal style (more on that next month).
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June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring in 
your one-on-one partnerships as you raise your standards and decide who 
can come with you into the future, and what types of relationships are truly 
sustaining for you.  This theme has been highlighted since late 2017 especially. 
Between now and January 2020, you’re banishing any feelings of unworthiness 
in love and creating a solid, nourishing relationship paradigm. At times it might 
feel like you’re doing it all on your own, but look for opportunities to let some 
more support in too.

 



LEO
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LEO
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your friendships, 
community connections, and Big Personal Dreams are bustling, alive, and 
hopeful. This is a time to socialize, invest in community projects that are 
meaningful to you, or let friends set you up with someone promising. If you’ve 
been longing for more satisfying sense of community, set that intent now. 
Venus trine Pluto adds an intensity and power-seeking dynamic to the first 
few days of the month, especially in career realms. The Pluto influence can 
make you obsessive or controlling, or it can simply give you regenerative 
phoenix-like power. Use it well and wisely! You’ll be focused on getting ahead 
and securing your (perhaps still budding) empire. 

The second week of the month brings activity to your social life, both friends 
and romance. This can go one of two ways: either a major pop of chemistry 
(if you’re looking to meet someone new this is very possible!) or a challenge 
between you and someone in your circles. You’ll be feeling this especially June 
9th and 10th. This could also bring a burst of creative inspiration. Just be 
aware of your words and ego desires. There’s power in being seen, heard, and 
magnetic now - just make sure you’re not being grandiose or selfish either.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. You’ll want to take care 
early in the month to get your ducks in row at work, in your admin systems, and 
also with anything nagging you healthwise. Don’t wait until the tricky astrology 
to handle things you could take care of in advance (your future self will thank 
you!) June 15th-23rd is a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’ll be charged 
up and ready to head into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with 
your mind and intentions energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, 
irritable, or be encountering difficult people. Your non-violent communication 
skills might be put to the test, especially in at work or in healthcare settings. 
Even internally, within yourself, perhaps. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon 
this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. The Full Moon sheds more light on 
your intention from the start of the month. It carries big creative and romantic 
energy, the mood is quite passionate. One way to channel all this astro is to 
have more/better sex or pour your energy into your art. The one thing that 
would really go awry and is not recommended is a big fight with a friend or 
lover; the effects could be more long-lasting than it seems in the moment.
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. For you, the retrograde will have a more introspective 
tone and shouldn’t cause too much external chaos (more on that next month). 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about the evolution of your daily work life and/
or approach to caring for your own health. Hustling hard and figuring out how 
you really want to spend your days and how that connects to a higher calling 
have been themes since late 2017 but intensifying now. Between now and 
January 2020, you’re laying a truly solid money-making and health-honoring 
life foundation.



VIRGO
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VIRGO
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This is new moon 
is a time claim your life mission! Whatever point of career, fame, or reputation 
you find yourself now, this new moon offers the opportunity to call in a deeper 
understanding and application of your purpose. This is a golden time for setting 
fresh intention for your public and professional self - your ‘brand’ aesthetic, 
helpful mentorship, or simply more acknowledgement of your achievements. 
Venus enters arrives to this part of your chart on June 8th, boosting your 
image, professional goals, and relationships with powerful people. 

The entire second week of the month catalyzes your new moon intention, 
perhaps via a challenge to solve in work-life balance. You’re feeling ambitious 
while home and family matters might need attending as well. June 10th, 
especially, has a pop to it. If there’s an opportunity to be seen and heard for 
your talents around this time, go for it. This astro can be dynamic and exciting, 
just also be aware of your words and ego desires, especially when interacting 
with a boss, roommate, or family member. If you have any issues brewing with 
someone in a position of power or a parent, for example, it might be best to 
address them earlier in the month.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, friends and 
lovers fall into the spotlight here. New relationships with a lot of chemistry could 
be full-steam ahead from June 8th on, and anything stagnant is practically 
forced into motion, yet it’s also not the smoothest energy to manage. If you 
have a lover at odds with a friend of yours, for example, it could escalate now. 
You might feel pressure or question the value of your own creativity and the 
contributions you make to your community, but the best way to handle this 
is to keep making work, use the energy to create, and save the analysis for 
smoother astrological days. June 15th-23rd will be a double-edged sword. On 
one hand, you’re charged up and ready to head into battle against anything 
that needs vanquishing, with your mind and intentions energized. At the 
same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering difficult people.  
Getting through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking 
time on your own are all good ideas since the effects of disagreements or 
blow-ups could be long-lasting. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week 
on the 17th, upping the intensity. Passions will run high with those you live with 
or are close to. It’s also quite likely you could celebrate a professional success 
or take a very important career step at this time.
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping 
up anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts 
or major tech purchases. You, especially, will want to make any big aesthetic 
changes to your personal style or professional brand this month, prior to the 
retrograde (or afterward in August). Retrogrades are especially important for 
you since you are Mercury-ruled, so there will be lots more to come on that 
next month. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about who you choose to love and be attracted 
to, as well as honoring your creative desires and purest personal expression. 
It’s about being you, enjoying life, and if those you’re attracted to are making 
your experience of life better overall. These are themes that have been building 
especially strongly for you since late 2017. Between now and January 2020, 
you’re looking really carefully and thoughtfully at what sex and attraction 
mean for you. It might not all feel as carefree as it once did, but you’re learning 
what your real needs are and how to get them met.



LIBRA
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LIBRA
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your communication 
sector is bustling, alive, and making you want to dream bigger. This is about 
getting out of your comfort zone in enlivening ways. Traveling to distant places 
(in the world, the mind, the soul, or your art) grants perspective and fuels your 
growth now. If you have a goal to write a book, teach a course, go back to 
school, or enhance your spiritual development, this is a great time to light a 
fire under your desire. Venus trine Pluto adds an intensity and power-seeking 
dynamic to the first few days of the month for you, especially, since Venus is 
your ruler. The Pluto influence can make you obsessive or controlling, or it can 
simply give you regenerative phoenix-like power. Use it well and wisely! This 
power can be focused on your long-term finances, real estate matters, or even 
enhancing your psychic abilities. If you can make an offering for your ancestors 
or simply visualize the power of them standing behind you and supporting 
you, it goes a long way now. 

The second week of the month catalyzes your new moon intention, perhaps 
via a new opportunity being offered or just a surge of inner-confidence. Either 
way, you’re feeling the call to go bigger and bolder, and to expand beyond 
what you have been able to learn or accomplish to-date. June 10th, especially, 
has a pop to it. Be aware of your words and ego desires. There’s power in 
being seen, heard, and magnetic - just make sure you’re not being grandiose 
or selfish when you speak/write. There’s chemistry in your language and ritual 
now, so use it to your advantage! Get your most dynamic ideas flowing, in your 
own journal if they’re still forming or out to the world if they’re cooked and 
ready. 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. June 15th-23rd is 
a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up and ready to head 
into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind and 
intentions energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be 
encountering difficult people. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week 
on the 17th, upping the intensity.. It’s very important to be aware of the power 
of your words and thoughts now, especially in relation to career, family, or 
your living situation. The time of the full moon makes everything visible, so 
anything sneaky will be hard to pull off. If a rogue irritant arises at work or at 
home (especially with bosses, landlords, or any others with “power”) do your 
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best to manage it without making it bigger. Know that getting through this 
part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking yourself on retreat 
to get ahead on work are all good ideas since the effects of disagreements or 
blow-ups could be long-lasting. 

The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping 
up anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts 
(for you, work-related or a new lease especially) or major tech purchases. 
You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next month) because the 
retrograde will impact some work and communication sectors, already areas 
on which Mercury has major influence. No need to fret, just back up your files 
early and don’t leave anything to chance. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction is 
exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring around 
your home base and life foundation. The tension of mid-month highlights 
some of what needs to be resolved here, so take the information and work 
with it. Between now and January 2020, you’re banishing old programming 
around family patterns or home life circumstances. If you could be build from 
the ground up, what would that look like? Your power base is what will allow 
you to achieve maximum success out in the world too. It’s time for that as well. 
Take your safety and stability seriously (a theme that has been strong for you 
since late 2017). 



SCORPIO
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SCORPIO
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your wealth 
and witch-self sector is bustling, alive, and making you want to dream bigger. 
Set fresh money goals, especially around paying down debt or buying real 
estate. Read your own tarot cards, talk to the dead, and call on your ancestors. 
The unseen world has the most to offer you this new moon. Money magic is 
auspicious. Venus trine Pluto adds an intensity and power-seeking dynamic 
to the first few days of the month too, for you especially, as you are Pluto-
associated. The Pluto influence can make you obsessive or controlling, or it 
can simply give you regenerative phoenix-like power. This can really enhance 
romance (especially June 1st and 2nd) or love instincts in general. Your desires 
get turned up a notch.

The second week of the month catalyzes your new moon intention, perhaps 
via a financial challenge or opportunity which then benefits you later on. You’re 
feeling the call to go bigger and bolder, and to expand beyond what you have 
been able to earn or acquire for yourself to date. June 10th, especially, has a 
pop to it though. Be aware of the desire to overspend or fall into addictive 
patterning (if that has been an issue for you). Compulsive desires could feel 
tempting. 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone, and you happen to 
be especially impacted since your rulers Mars and Pluto are both involved. 
June 15th-23rd is a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up 
and ready to head into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with 
your mind and intentions energized. This is potent conquering energy. At the 
same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering difficult people. 
Your non-violent communication skills will be put to the test (June 18th and 
19th especially), particularly at work (or even the gym, or on your commute, 
etc). Don’t over-worry yourself, just be prepared in advance that someone 
could come at you sideways. Forewarned is forearmed.  It could also be you 
who wants to instigate some aggression though. This is best avoided since 
the effects of disagreements or blow-ups could be long-lasting. There’s also 
a Sagittarius Full Moon this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. The Full 
Moon sheds more light on your intention from the start of the month. You 
might be celebrating some financial progress or simply gathering more insights 
that help you flesh out your plans. Know that getting through this part of the 
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month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking yourself on retreat to get ahead 
on personal goals (or just take some personal care time) are all good ideas 

The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because the retrograde will affect your communication sectors, an 
area on which Mercury already has major influence. No need to fret, just back 
up your files early and don’t leave anything important to chance. Mercury 
Retrograde is likely to be an intellectually and socially-stimulating time for 
you, too, so there will be good parts too (more on that to come next month).

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring 
around goals for evolving your thoughts, communication, ritual practices, 
and even community relationships. It’s time to take your own word magic 
and manifestation power seriously, a theme that has been building especially 
strongly for you since late 2017. Between now and January 2020, you’re 
banishing old ghosts and fears of getting out beyond your conditioning to 
interact with different paradigms that can deeply transform you. 



SAGITTARIUS
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SAGITTARIUS
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This is your 
relationship new moon and you get to cast a fresh spell in love and 
collaboration. This is a golden time for setting fresh intention for your most 
important relationships and types of relationships you’d like to call into your 
life. Venus then enters your partnership sector June 8th, so this boosts your 
love life, opportunity to meet someone promising, and general sense of love 
and closeness. The entire second week of the month catalyzes your new 
moon intention, perhaps via a relationship development or a surge of inner-
confidence. Either way, you’re feeling the call to go bigger and bolder, and to 
expand beyond what you have achieved to date. June 10th, especially, has a 
pop to it. This can be dynamic and exciting, just also be aware of your words 
and ego desires, especially when interacting with a spouse, love, business 
partner, or close friend. Check the facts and try not to let anything get blown 
out of proportion. 

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, it’s your 
money that’s in the spotlight. Financial matters might be put to the test, 
as could self-esteem. The tense astrology is a good opportunity to up your 
self-care and, since you are forewarned, be more conservative with finances 
early in the month to give yourself an extra cushion. June 15th-23rd will be 
a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up and ready to head 
into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind and 
intentions energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or 
be encountering difficult people. There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this 
week on the 17th, upping the intensity for you especially. It’s likely you’ll be 
celebrating a personal achievement of witnessing progress you’ve made (in 
the last 6-7 months especially). You could also experience a climax in at least 
one important relationship - this could range from boosted sexual chemistry, 
taking a connection to the next level, or even choosing to end a relationship 
that has run its course. It’s also a good time to assess relationship desires and 
do a sort of state-of-the-union with yourself on relational matters. Know that 
getting through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking 
time on your own are all good ideas since the effects of disagreements or 
blow-ups could be long-lasting. The full moon in your sign puts a spotlight on 
you, so your actions will be highly visible. Just have them be ones you can be 
proud of!
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. The retrograde will be a good time to review finances, 
real estate matters, and other practical details (more on that next month).t 
month). Decisions around career or relationships are best made by July 1st, or 
put off until August. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction is 
exact again. For you, this is about the larger transformation occurring around 
your relationship with money and deeper sense of self-worth. It’s time to take 
your finances, stability, and the needs of your body seriously. Theses themes 
have been getting more prominent for you since late 2017. Between now and 
January 2020, you’re banishing self-neglect, lack of consideration for your 
health, and bad money habits



CAPRICORN
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CAPRICORN
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This new moon 
is powerful because it’s all about your daily habits and practices. It’s a perfect 
time to set health-focused intent or set your sights on a new job/side hustle/
work project. These types of commitments might be less glamorous but they 
make all the other stuff possible! Venus enters Gemini on June 8th, bringing 
a healing influence to your work environment, admin, and day-to-day. It’s a 
great time for visiting healing practitioners of all kinds. New love might even 
be brewing behind the scenes, too. The entire second week of the month then 
catalyzes your new moon intention, although you might feel a bit emotionally 
raw or spread thin too. June 10th, especially, has a pop to it, so if work tensions 
arise, check the facts and try not to let anything get blown out of proportion. 
Be aware of your words and ego desires. There’s power in being seen, heard, 
and magnetic - just make sure you’re not being grandiose.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, it’s your 
relationships that are in the spotlight so you’ll want to handle yourself and 
others with extra care. You could experience a climax in at least one important 
relationship - this could range from boosted sexual chemistry, taking a 
connection to the next level, or even choosing to end a relationship that has 
run its course. June 15th-23rd will be a double-edged sword. On one hand, 
you’re charged up and ready to head into battle against anything that needs 
vanquishing, with your mind and intentions energized. At the same time, you 
might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering difficult interpersonal dynamics. 
There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. 
Anxiety and emotion could be running high for you. It’s totally valid to get 
through this part of the month by laying low, de-escalating, or taking time on 
your own. The effects of disagreements or blow-ups could be long-lasting, so 
hold off on conversations that require extra charm or softness in order to go 
well. Care for your own well-being first and the rest will follow. 

The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because the retrograde will impact your admin. The retrograde will be 
a time of review in your key relationships, you may even run into an ex or two. 
(more on that to come!)
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June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about your larger personal transformation, 
one that involves you stepping more fully into power and responsibility, as 
well as upgrading your one-on-one relationships. These themes have been 
highlighted since late 2017, especially. You’ve been working hard. Between 
now and January 2020, you’re cultivating self-respect, discipline, and personal 
power. At times it might feel like you’re doing it all on your own, but look for 
opportunities to let some more support in too.



AQUARIUS
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AQUARIUS
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. Your romantic 
and creative selves are bustling, alive, and hopeful. This is a time to tune into 
what you (and only you) can share with the world - your raw, pure creative 
essence. Feel into what you’d like to write, paint, create, speak into existence. 
Flirtation, sex, and attraction are on your mind too. Make a wish for the kind of 
fun and pleasure you want in your life! Venus trine Pluto adds some extra juice 
to this! Something sexy is stirring. 

The second week of the month brings activity to your social life, both friends 
and romance. This can go one of two ways: either a major pop of chemistry 
(if you’re looking to meet someone new this is very possible!) or a challenge 
between you and someone in your circles. You’ll be feeling this especially June 
9th and 10th. This could also bring a burst of creative inspiration. Just be 
aware of your words and ego desires. There’s power in being seen, heard, and 
magnetic now - just make sure you’re not being grandiose or selfish either.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. You’ll want to take 
care early in the month to get your ducks in row at work, in your admin systems, 
and also with anything nagging you healthwise. Don’t wait until the tricky 
astrology to handle things you could take care of in advance (your future 
self will thank you!) June 15th-23rd is a double-edged sword. On one hand, 
you’ll be charged up and ready to head into battle against anything that needs 
vanquishing, with your mind and intentions energized. At the same time, you 
might feel angry, irritable, or be encountering difficult people. Your non-
violent communication skills might be put to the test, especially in at work or 
in healthcare settings. Even internally, within yourself, struggle is likely at this 
time. There’s psychic tension impacting you so take care to mitigate that by 
getting good rest, meditating, breathing, taking walks -- whatever works for 
you.  

There’s also a Sagittarius Full Moon on the 17th, upping the intensity of the 
week. The Full Moon sheds more light on your intention from the start of 
the month. It carries big creative and romantic energy, the mood is quite 
passionate. One way to channel all this astro is to have more/better sex or 
pour your energy into your art. The one thing that would really go awry and 
is not recommended is a big fight with a friend or lover; the effects could be 
more long-lasting than it seems in the moment.
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The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping up 
anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts or 
major tech purchases. You, especially, want to heed Mercury protocols (next 
month) because the retrograde will impact your work life and general admin, 
already areas on which Mercury has major influence. No need to fret, just back 
up your files early and don’t leave anything to chance. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction is 
exact again. For you, this is all about the evolution of your secret self. Between 
now and January 2020, the quest to become the truest version of yourself 
intensifies. This might sound mysterious and, honestly, it is. Your psyche is 
being excavated in a sense, reuniting you with parts of yourself or your history 
you may have feared or repressed. There is a lot of power to reclaim in this 
process! If it feels heavy or confusing, seek support in therapy, support groups, 
or space you feel safe to share some of your personal discoveries. 



PISCES
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PISCES
The month kicks off with the Gemini New Moon on June 3rd. This is new moon 
is a time to focus on your safety and security needs, especially in regard to 
family and your living situation. However this part of your life looks right 
now, you have an opportunity to get in touch with your heart’s desires. In the 
coming weeks, you’ll have opportunity to take action on this intention and 
also to refine it. The heart of the matter is whether your current home life and 
personal foundation support you in advancing your professional goals and 
authentic expression. If they are, it’s a beautiful time to celebrate that and 
communicate about it. If there is more to be desired, get visioning. 

The entire second week of the month catalyzes your new moon intention, 
perhaps via a challenge to solve in work-life balance. This could also simply 
be a moment when you take a big step toward your home life or career goals 
(applying to school or a job, finding a new place to live, etc) You’re feeling 
ambitious, to the degree that current circumstances might feel constricting. 
June 10th, especially, has a pop to it. If there’s an opportunity to be seen and 
heard for your talents around this time, go for it. This astro can be dynamic 
and exciting, just also be aware of your words and ego desires, especially 
when interacting with a boss, roommate, or family member. If you have any 
issues brewing with someone in a position of power or a parent, for example, 
it might be best to address them earlier in the month.

Mid-month is when things really get tense, for everyone. For you, friends and 
lovers fall into the spotlight here. New relationships with a lot of chemistry could 
be full-steam ahead from June 8th on, and anything stagnant is practically 
forced into motion, yet it’s also not the smoothest energy to manage. You 
could also meet someone you have a really magnetic pull to. If you have a 
lover at odds with a friend of yours, though, it could escalate now. June 15th-
23rd will be a double-edged sword. On one hand, you’re charged up and ready 
to head into battle against anything that needs vanquishing, with your mind 
and intentions energized. At the same time, you might feel angry, irritable, or 
be encountering difficult people.  Getting through this part of the month by 
laying low, de-escalating, or taking time on your own are all good ideas since 
the effects of disagreements or blow-ups could be long-lasting. There’s also 
a Sagittarius Full Moon this week on the 17th, upping the intensity. Passions 
will run high with those you live with or are close to. It’s also quite likely you 
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could celebrate a professional success or receive recognition. You are quite 
in the spotlight this week (in terms of visibility) so act accordingly! There’s 
opportunity to make a fabulous impression amidst the choppy waters.

The last week of the month has us entering the Mercury Retrograde shadow 
period (Mercury Retrograde will begin on July 7th) and hopefully wrapping 
up anything that is best handled outside of retrograde like signing contracts 
or major tech purchases. July’s Mercury Retrograde will be an interesting one 
for you, with people or themes from the past potentially returning (especially 
lovers) so more on that to come next month. 

June closes with powerful astrology, which we can feel the influence of all 
month, especially June 29th and 30th as the Saturn-South Node conjunction 
is exact again. For you, this is about who you choose to be in community 
with and how you live your ideals. These are themes that have been building 
especially strongly for you since late 2017. Between now and January 2020, 
you’re looking really carefully and thoughtfully at what community connection, 
activism, and idealism look like in your life and, especially, how you want them 
to look. It might not all feel as carefree as it once did, but you’re learning what 
your real friendship and values-related needs are and how to get them met.
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